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Good modern dictionaries increasingly base the compilation of both their macro- and
microstructure on electronic corpora. As the macrostructure is the subject of this article, a few
typical macrostructural inconsistencies in existing African-language dictionaries, which can be
rectified by the utilisation of a corpus, are discussed. It is shown that the first application of a
corpus is the utilisation of word-frequency counts to compile a lemmatised frequency list.
Together with data on lemma-sign distributions across sub-corpora, the lemma-sign list of a
dictionary can subsequently be derived. These theoretical notions are exemplified with a
thorough discussion of how an electronic corpus led to the creation of the macrostructure of a
Cilubà-Dutch dictionary. In addition, explicit frequency markers are advanced to further
enhance the macrostructural reference quality. The latter is illustrated with both Cilubà-Dutch
and Sepedi-English dictionaries. Finally, the article concludes with a series of macrostructural
improvements of corpus-aided/based dictionaries over manually compiled ones.

Introduction
It is of paramount importance for present-day
African-language dictionaries to be innovative to
such an extent that they are able to take their
rightful place in the new millennium. Africanlanguage lexicographers, in other words, have no
time left to rediscover the wheel. The challenge is
thus to compile dictionaries for African languages
according to the latest trends and most modern
approaches in lexicography. As far as the latter
are concerned, Atkins writes:
Great strides have been made in dictionary
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

making in recent years, thanks principally
to the advent of computer typesetting,
computer-assisted dictionary compiling,
and the use by lexicographers of electronic
corpora as a source of objective information about the language or languages
they are describing (Atkins, 1998: 1).
On this role of electronic corpora in lexicography, Moon observes:
The last two decades have seen rapid
expansions both in the size of computer-
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held corpora of language [...] and in the
extent to which they have become used in
lexicography (Moon, 1998: 347).
Kennedy, in his discussion of corpus-based
descriptions of English, notes:
There are now very few large contemporary
dictionaries of English which do not make
the claim that they are computer corpus
based (Kennedy, 1998: 91).
The first major lexicographical mega-corpus
project was the Collins Birmingham University
International Language Database (COBUILD),
which eventually led to the publication of a
new kind of English Dictionary — the Collins
Cobuild English Language Dictionary [(CO
BUILD1)]' in 1987 (Sinclair, 1987b: vii). In
1994, with the publication of the Oxford-Hachette English-French, French-English Dictionary
(OXHA) (Atkins, 1994), the first bilingual
corpus-based dictionary also saw the light. The
intensified systematic exploitation of electronic
corpora for lexicographic purposes has unmistakably revolutionised dictionary making. This fact
is instantly obvious when one considers the level
of excellence which characterises, for instance, the
latest English-language learner's dictionaries: the
Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current
English (OALD5) (Crowther, 19955), the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, Third
Edition (LDOCE3) (Summers, 19953), the Collins
COBUILD English Dictionary (COBUILD2) (Sinclair, 19952) and the Cambridge International
Dictionary of English (CIDE) (Procter, 1995).
For all these dictionaries electronic corpora were
used very actively in order to produce reference
works of a standard hitherto simply unimaginable
— prompting one author to describe this generation of dictionaries as being 'On the way to the
perfect learners' dictionary' (Herbst, 1996: 321).
According to Roberts & Montgomery `corpora
[can be] used at three different stages of the
dictionary-making process: establishment of the
nomenclature, entry preparation and revision
(editing)' (1996: 459). As the third stage basically
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revisits the first two, one can see that there are in
fact two main fields in which data derived from
electronic corpora are vital to assist the modern
lexicographer. On the macrostructural level
corpora provide crucial information for the
creation of the lemma-sign list of a dictionary,
and on the microstructural level corpora enable
lexicographers to tremendously enhance the
accuracy of the dictionary articles themselves.
The present article is concerned with the first
field, namely the macrostructural contributions,
and this with special reference to Africanlanguage dictionaries. In a subsequent article,
the microstructural contributions to Africanlanguage lexicography are dealt with. Taken
together, these two articles form part of a series
of forthcoming publications in which the compilation of African-language electronic corpora,
various applications in the broad field of
African-language linguistics and corpus integrity
and stability issues are discussed in great detail.
In order to illustrate the interplay between
theoretical aspects and their practical implications
for African-language lexicography, the present
article will first discuss a few typical macrostruc
tural inconsistencies encountered in existing
African-language dictionaries. This practical
section then leads to a theoretical one in which
we show the need for lemmatised frequency lists
and the need for data on lemma-sign distributions
across sub-corpora. These theoretical notions are,
in turn, exemplified by means of a thorough
discussion of how Recall's Cilubà Corpus (RCC)
led to the first corpus-aided dictionary for an
African language, the Beknopt woordenboek
Cilubà-Nederlands (BCN). Theory and practice
are interwoven in a subsequent section in which
explicit frequency markers are advanced to
enhance the macrostructural reference quality.
As such, the implementation of explicit frequency
markers in BCN, as well as in the first Sepedi
dictionary with frequency annotations, SeDiPro
1.0, is reviewed. Finally, the article concludes with
a series of macrostructural improvements found in
BCN and compares them with results from
LDOCE3.
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Typical macrostructural inconsistencies
in existing African-language dictionaries
In order to introduce the basic problem, we can
begin by looking at a series of typical macrostructural inconsistencies one encounters in
existing dictionaries of African languages. The
analysis of these inconsistencies makes painfully
obvious the need for the utilisation of corpora
during the creation of a dictionary's lemma-sign
list.
Firstly, in Table 1 random sections of the
lemma-sign lists of the English side of a selection
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of multilingual Setswana, Sepedi and Afrikaans
dictionaries are compared. The first three dictionaries are small desktop ones, while the next three
are pocket editions. The success or failure of the
respective dictionaries to include and treat
especially commonly used words will be evaluated. In order to substantiate our intuition on
highly versus seldom-used words, frequency
indicators based on actual counts in English
corpora as reflected by COBUILD2 and
LDOCE3 are utilised as an instrument of
measurement. In COBUILD2, information on
frequency is shown with `frequency bands'. Five

Table 1 Comparisons of the macrostructure between the fixed points leg and lend in various
dictionaries, including the respective frequencies as found in COBUILD2 and LDOCE3
English- English- English- English- English- English- COBUILD2 LDOCE3
Setswana Setswana Sepedi Sepedi Afrikaans Afrikaans (English) (English)
Snyman
Matumo
Kriel
Kromhout
Sinclair
Summers
Kriel et al. Juta
19764
1990
19934
19836
199713
19952
19953
1997 4
S1W1
leg
leg
leg
leg
leg
•••••
••
leg
000
0
—
legacy
legacy
legacy
legacy
legacy
—
S3W1
legal
legal
legal
legal
legal
••••0
—
- advice
legal advice —
—
—
—
- adviser
legal adviser —
—
—
0000
0
— — — legalise —
•
0
0
legate
—
legate
—
legate
—
0
—
— — — legation —
—
—
—
0
legato
—
—
—
0
••000
0
—
legend
legend
legend
legend
legend
0
0
—
legged
legged
—
—
—
—
— leggiero — — — —
•0000
0
legging
—
legging
legging
legging(s)
0
—
—
legibility legibility —
—
—
0
—
legible
legible
legible
legible
legible
0
•0000
0
legion
—
legion
legion
legion
legion
•0000
0
—
legislate
—
—
legislate
legislate
legislation legislation •••00 W2
—
—
legislation —
legislative legislative ••000 0
—
—
—
—
~ assembly
—
0
Legislative Legislative —
Assembly Assembly
•0000 0
—
—
—
—
legislator —
••000 0
—
legislature —
legislature legislature —
legitimate legitimate00
•• 0
—
legitimate legitimate —
—
leguan
leguan
—
leguan
—
—
—
0
legume
legume
—
—
0
••000
W3
leisure
leisure
leisure
leisure
leisure
leisure
•0000
0
—
~ly
—
—
leisurely
leisurely
000
0
lemon
lemon
lemon
lemon
lemon
lemon
0000
0
—
—
lemonade lemonade lemonade lemonade
•
0
—
—
—
—
—
lemur
—
lend
•••00
0
lend
lend
lend
lend
lend
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filled diamonds (.....) indicate that the lemma
sign occurs within the 700 most frequently used
words in English, four (
within
the first 1,900,
three (
00)
that
it
occurs within the first 3,400, two (••000) that it
occurs within the first 6,600, and one ( 0000)
that it occurs within the first 14,700. The fact that
the inclusion and treatment of these lemma signs
is vital, is emphasised by Sinclair:
The words in the five frequency bands are
of immense importance to learners because
they make up 95% of all spoken and
written English (Sinclair, 19952: xiii).
LDOCE3 also uses frequency indication. A
distinction is made between frequency counts
obtained from a spoken corpus, indicated by the
symbol S, and frequency counts obtained from a
written corpus, indicated by the symbol W. Both
these symbols are stratified into three levels, the
top 1,000, the top 2,000 and the top 3,000,
indicated by Si / W1, S2 / W2 and S3 / W3
respectively. The lemma sign legal, for instance, is
marked with S3W1, and simply means that it
belongs to the top 3,000 in spoken English and to
the top 1,000 in written English.
Table 1 reflects the fact that the first six
dictionaries, viewed together, cover 31 items in
the alphabetical stretch leg to lend. Kriel's
dictionary offers treatment for 25, Kriel et al.'s
for 19, Juta and Kromhout's for 18, Matumo's
for 14, while Snyman's treats only 6. The latter
misses out on commonly used words such as legal,
legislation, etc, while Kriel et al. and Matumo do
not treat the frequently used item legislation.
As a second randomly selected alphabetical
stretch, compare Table 2.
Table 2 indicates that the six dictionaries cover
26 items in the alphabetical stretch propose to
prostitute. Kriel's dictionary again tops the list,
offering 21 items, followed by Juta with 19 items,
Kriel et al. and Kromhout with 15, Matumo with
8, while Snyman treats only 5. Once again, the
latter misses out on commonly used words such as
prospect, proposition, prose, etc. The editor of the
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dictionary in column one honestly admits in the
preface:
0)thaiocurs
The dictionary team is aware
of the fact
that common and even essential words may
easily be omitted during the compiling of a
dictionary. This can take place simply
because the lexicographer had not encountered such words. We can only hope
that there are not too many examples of
this kind (Snyman, 1990: preface).
The absence of commonly used words from this
dictionary surely proves his point. If the dictionary team had utilised frequency counts — even
if these had been based on a relatively small-size
electronic corpus — this would not have happened.
As a second example of typical macrostructural
inconsistencies in African-language dictionaries,
one can compare Tables 3 and 4. In Table 3 the
ten most frequently used reflexives in Sepedi are
•••• the reflexives that
•••
•
listed, while Table 4 shows all
are labelled as such in the Klein Noord-Sotho
woordeboek (Ziervogel & Mokgokong, 19884).
The frequency counts in Tables 3 and 4 are
derived from the Pretoria Sepedi Corpus (PSC)
when it stood at 3.6 million running words. PSC is
a structured corpus created from 74 randomly
selected Sepedi literary works and magazines. The
74 books and magazines were randomly subgrouped into 4 categories, each one roughly
containing the same number of words. From
Table 4 it is clear that the Klein Noord-Sotho
woordeboek lemmatised only ten lemma signs
labelled as reflexives. Such an ad hoc decision is
totally acceptable if it is done to reflect extremely
high usage, say for example the ten most
frequently used reflexives in the language. However, with the exception of ithuta and itshwara,
this selection for inclusion into the dictionary is
hard to justify. Moreover, the words ikola and
itsomarela do not occur even once in the corpus.
Worse, for itsomarela, the user is referred to the
basic verb stem (-tsomarela) which has not even
been included in the dictionary. One cannot but
deplore the fact that precious space has been
allocated to reflexives which are unlikely to be
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looked up by the target users whilst highly used
reflexives have been omitted.
As a third example of macrostructural inconsistencies in African-language dictionaries, one
can consider the lemmatisation of the derivations
in Sediba (Lombard et al., 1992) of six randomly
selected, highly used Sepedi verbs. In Table 5
bolela `speak', dira `make, do', hwetša `find', rata
`love, like', reka `buy' and tseba `know' are listed
in respect of 7 derivations of these verb stems,
with an indication of their frequency counts in the
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3.6-million-word Pretoria Sepedi Corpus (PSC).
These derivations are given in column 1. Attested
derivations of these verb stems which are not
treated in Sediba are indicated in bold and small
caps in Table 5.
Table 5 reflects the typical situation of unequal
treatment of derived forms in African-language
dictionaries which results from a lemmatisation
approach where lexicographers simply add the
words which `happen to cross the compilers' way'.
It is hard to explain why highly used derivations

Table 2 Comparisons of the macrostructure between the fixed points propose and prostitute in various
dictionaries, including the respective frequencies as found in COBUILD2 and LDOCE3
EnglishEnglish- EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglishCOBUILD2 LDOCE3
Setswana Setswana Sepedi Sepedi Afrikaans Afrikaans (English) (English)
Snyman
Matumo
Kriel
Kriel et al. Juta
Kromhout
Sinclair
Summers
1990
19934
1976 4 1997 4 1983 6 1997 13 1995 2 1995 3
propose
—
propose
propose
propose
propose
••••0
•••00
S3W2
0
proposition proposition proposition proposition ••000
propound propound propound —
0
0
0
—
—
—
proprietary proprietary •0000
—
—

—
proprietor proprietor proprietor proprietor •0000 0
propriety propriety —
propriety —
0
0
•0000 0
—
—
propulsion propulsion —
—
—
pro rata
pro rata
0
0
prorogue —
prorogue —
—
0
•0000
0
—
—
prosaic
prosaic
proscribe proscribe —
—
0
0
••000
0
prose
prose
prose
prose

prosecute prosecute prosecute prosecute prosecute prosecute ••0000
prosecution prosecution prosecution —
—
W3
prosecutor prosecutor prosecutor prosecutor —
prosecutor ••000 0
—
—
0
proselyte —
proselyte —
—
prose writer —
—
—
—
0
prosody — prosody —
—
••••0
prospect
prospect
prospect
prospect
S2W2
—
—
—
prospective —
••000
0
prospector prospector
~ or - 0
prospectus
prospectus •0000 0
—
—
—
•0000
0
—
prosper
prosper
prosper
prosper
prosperity prosperity prosperity prosperity prosperity ••0000
0
—
prosperous prosperous •0000
prosperous prosperous —
prostitute prostitute prostitute prostitute prostitute prostitute ••0000
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Table 3 Total count and distribution across four sub-corpora of the 10 most frequently used reflexives
in Sepedi
item
itia
ithuta
ipona
itira

ikwa
ikhweta
itshola
itirela
ikela
ipotia

total sub-corp. sub-corp. sub-corp. sub-corp.
1
2
count
3
4
86
'hit oneself' 399
78
110
125
67
'teach oneself'
279
31
95
86
276
63
'see oneself'
38
77
98
'do to oneself'
223
52
36
73
62
'hear oneself'
217
31
60
50
76
'find oneself'
41
29
205
78
57
'blame oneself'
191
51
35
49
56
'do for oneself'
159
29
59
32
39
'go by oneself'
153
48
26
37
42
'ask oneself'
148
20
36
32
60
translation

Table 4 Total count and distribution across four sub-corpora of all the reflexives listed in the Klein
Noord-Sotho woordeboek (Ziervogel & Mokgokong 19884)
item
ikgata

translation

(no clear translation)
(no clear translation)
(no translation)
(no clear translation)
`learn'
(no clear translation)
'seek food for oneself
`behave oneself
itsomarela (no translation)
itswalanya `fraternise'
ikola
ikwela
ipea
ithuta
itia
itshelela
itshwara

total sub-corp. sub-corp. sub-corp. sub-corp.
1
2
4
count
3
5
6
12
14
37
0
0
0
0
0
12
17
9
43
5
16
11
20
27
74
279
67
31
95
86
43
9
3
15
16
0
2
4
6
0
129
25
18
43
43
0
0
0
0
0
1
19
6
5
7

Table 5 A random selection of highly used Sepedi verb stems and the presence / absence of their
derivations in Sediba (Lombard et al., 1992)
root --> bolela dira hwetša rata reka tseba
(5,851)
(5,475)
(551)
derivation |
(5,735)
(3,371)
(2,786)
TSEBELA
rekela
+ applicative bolelela
direla
—
RATELA
(47)
(11)
(88)
(508)
(0)
(76)
tsebja
+ passive
dirwa
rekwa
BOLELWA
hwetšwa
ratiwa (5),
(441)
(408)
(636)
(260)
ratwa (126) (122)
rekelwa —
+ applicative BOLELELWA DIRELWA —
—
(19)
(0)
(6)
(40)
(0)
& passive
(0)
REKILE tsebile
+ perfectum boletše
dirile
ratile
hweditše
(90)
(234)
(910)
(671)
(151)
(767)
+ perfectum boletšwe
HWEDITŠE RATILWE rekilwe TSEBILWE
dirilwe
(17)
(10)
& passive
(44)
(57)
(13)
(137)
rekiša
+ causative
tsebiša
BOLEDIŠA
diriša
—
—
(223)
(376)
(72)
(200)
(0)
(0)
+ causative
rekišwa tsebišwa
BOLEDIŠWA DIRIŠWA —
—
& passive
(27)
(0)
(45)
(72)
(0)
(63)
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such as bolelwa (408), rekile (90), bolediša (72),
dirišwa (72), etc. were omitted, and this at the
expense of rather rare derivations such as ratiwa
(5), rekilwe (17), etc.
These three examples of macrostructural
inconsistencies in African language-dictionaries
amply support the view expressed by Gouws
already a decade ago:
lexicographical activities on the various
indigenous African languages [... have]
resulted in a wide range of dictionaries.
Unfortunately, the majority of these
dictionaries are the products of limited
efforts not reflecting a high standard of
lexicographical achievement (Gouws, 1990:
55).
We will now indicate how electronic corpora
can contribute to the compilation of Africanlanguage dictionaries which have sound macrostructures.

Lemmatised frequency lists & Lemmasign distributions across sub-corpora
The first major problem with which any lexicographer is confronted, is well echoed in the
literature:
One of the basic problems of lexicography
is to decide what to put in the dictionary
and what to exclude (Tomaszczyk,
1983: 51).
Selection is guided by usefulness, and
usefulness is determined by the degree to
which terms most likely to be looked for are
included (Gove, 19613: 4a).
Lexicographers constantly have to make
pragmatic decisions on what to include in a
dictionary to conform to the dictates of
space available (Walter, 1996: 640).
The decision what to include in the
dictionary still has to be made by the
lexicographer himself, however, and this
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depends in turn upon the nature and size of
the dictionary and its intended users. In this
respect lemmatised frequency-lists can be a
further help [... W]e have reached a stage
where co-operation between man and
machine is useful and perhaps indispensable in making better dictionaries (Martin
et al., 1983: 81-82, 87).
Formulated differently, in order to decide what
to put in and what to exclude from a useful paper
dictionary, lemmatised frequency lists may be
advanced as a guidance. A lemmatised frequency
list can be obtained from word-frequency studies
conducted on a lemmatised electronic corpus.
Alternatively, and under certain conditions (as
will be shown below), one can consider lemmatising the ordered word-frequency count (derived
from an unlemmatised electronic corpus) itself.
If one has access to the necessary corpora, as
well as to the necessary corpus query tools, the
first useful output of corpora for lexicographic
purposes is word-frequency counts, such as those
given in Table 5.
The importance of the relation between
frequencies and dictionaries is emphasised by
Kilgarriff in a recent article titled Putting
Frequencies in the Dictionary (1997). In that
publication, the author summarises the various
issues encountered while endeavouring to explicitly mark all lemma signs in LDOCE3 that are
amongst the top 3,000 ones in either the spoken
or the written corpus. Kilgarriff claims:
The task is essentially very simple:
• take a corpus
• extract a frequency list
• compare it with the dictionary to identify
and rectify mismatches
• identify the one-, two-, and threethousand cut-off points
• mark the corresponding dictionary
entries accordingly (Kilgarriff, 1997:
136).
It will be noted that frequencies are added to an
existing dictionary, or, as the article title suggests,
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frequencies are put in the dictionary. This, of
course, is a useful addition to an existing
dictionary. In contrast to putting frequency
marks in existing dictionaries, we would rather
suggest that the compilation of the lemma-sign
list be based on word-frequency counts. This
would mean that frequency considerations determine the compilation of the lemma-sign list, whilst
the latter is then marked in the dictionary
accordingly. Actually, this procedure has been
hinted at in the literature:
More and more our dictionary-makers see
the language as conditioned by its social
functions, and so the choice of words to go
into them is determined by sophisticated
assessments of frequency and of users'
needs (Osselton, 1983: 21).
At the level of the `macrostructure' or
arrangement of entries, it may be possible
to verify the frequency of a lexeme, in order
to decide for or against its inclusion
(Béjoint, 1983: 70).
Most modern dictionary publishers use
frequency of occurrence as the overriding
criterion for the inclusion of any word [...]
It is unlikely that any lexicographer would
argue against this as a basic principle
(Walter, 1996: 640).
Also, when COBUILDI was released in 1987, it
was stated in the front matter that 'The main
factor in deciding whether or not to include a
word as an entry was how often it occurred in our
large corpus of texts' (Sinclair, 1987a). Eight years
later, the same idea was reformulated in the front
matter of COBUILD2 with:
Looking at the new corpus data, we
decided which words and phrases to put in
[...] It is much easier to decide which words
and phrases to include, and which to omit,
when we have accurate figures (Sinclair,
19952: viii—ix).
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Moreover, two other important aspects were
pointed out in COBUILD2's front matter:
For this edition, COBUILD made available
a lot of space for new and additional entries
[...] These are all words that have occurred
recently, often enough, and in a sufficient
variety of sources to earn their place; we do
not include words just because they are odd
or interesting (Sinclair, 19952: ix).
This short quote stresses two further crucial
aspects. Firstly, dictionaries based on frequencies
derived from corpora not only take care of
elementary users (through the inclusion of
frequent items), but definitely also of advanced
users (new and additional articles were added,
even though COBUILD1 was already massive).
Secondly, the decision whether or not to
include certain lemma signs was, inter alia,
dependent on the occurrence of these lemma
signs 'in a sufficient variety of sources'. This too
has been stressed in scientific publications:
a word must occur evenly in a large number
of the stratified sub-samples rather than
excessively often in a small number of
them, given that these two very different
cases could show identical `total-corpus'
frequencies (Knowles, 1983: 188).
Compare Tables 3 and 4 for the spread of
reflexives in Sepedi across 4 sub-corpora. While
the items in Table 3 occur rather evenly in the 4
sub-corpora, items such as itshelela and itswalanya in Table 4 do not occur evenly in all 4 subcorpora.
Consequently, to enable the compilation of
lemma-sign lists using data from word-frequency
studies, one needs lemmatised frequency lists on
the one hand, and information on the lemma-sign
distributions across sub-corpora on the other hand.
Viewed from another angle, for the macrostructural compilation of a dictionary one
primarily needs overall word frequencies, and on
a second level one must obtain information
concerning the spread of those words across the
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different sources. There is yet a third (nonstatistical) level. According to Docherty & Heid:
frequency is but one of many parameters
according to which lexicographers decide
that a word should be in the dictionary.
Other criteria are, for example, contrastive
relevance, disponibility, text-type specific
relevance, etc. (Docherty & Heid, 1998:
339).
Further important (non-statistical) parameters
are the exact nature of the dictionary and the
intended target user group. It is not unimaginable, for instance, that the importance of
frequency counts will be played down in onomasiological dictionaries, thus in dictionaries with a
thematic order in which the direction is from
concept to word, rather than from word to
concept as in semasiological dictionaries (Hartmann & James, 1998: 102). Also, in dictionaries
for special purposes, such as terminology lists,
frequency might be played down in favour of
including specialised or even newly coined terms.
Nonetheless, as a first approach to Africanlanguage lexicography, we are convinced that
one should primarily be concerned with overall
counts versus spread, as it remains true that 'many
lexicographers have become used to treating the
corpus as the ultimate arbiter on inclusion'
(Walter, 1996: 640).

From corpora to lemma-sign lists — An
African-language case study
From corpora to word-frequency counts
As indicated in the introduction, the present
article is but one in a series of publications dealing
with electronic corpora. As far as the compilation
and querying of African-language corpora are
concerned, we would therefore like to refer the
reader to De Schryver & Prinsloo (2000). There,
the reader will find a thorough discussion of
Recall's Cilubà Corpus (RCC), a small-size
structured electronic corpus which is used as the
starting point in the present article.
RCC contains 300,000 running words (also
called `tokens' in corpus linguistics), and was
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primarily created to enable the revision of an
existing lexicon, the Lexicon Cilubà-Nederlands
(LCN) (De Schryver & Kabuta, 1997). LCN
itself had been based on a tiny (non-electronic)
corpus consisting of textbooks and syllabi.
The 300,000 tokens in RCC render 35,000
different words (also called `types' in corpus
linguistics). 41% of these types occur more than
once, with nè (and its variant nì) 'and; that; until'
as the most frequently used word in Cilubà.
Hence, the proportion of hapax legomena (these
are the items which appear only once in a corpus)
is as high as 59%. This high proportion is clearly
a direct result of the fact that the Lubà language is
written conjunctively.
Taken at face value, 59% is a very high
percentage for items with a single occurrence in
a corpus. However, it is still in line with research
done in the 1930s by Zipf (1935). He studied, inter
alia, the relation between the rank order of an
item in a word-frequency list and the number of
occurrences of that item in a text. This study led
him to postulate his now-famous 'law' which
holds that there is a constant relationship (c)
between the frequency of use (f) of a word in a
text and the rank order (r) of that word in a
frequency list (c=f.r) (Zipf, 1949). Many a
scholar (e.g. Sharman, 1989; Baayen, 1993) has
tried to explain why this might be — with
inconclusive results thus far. In simple terms
Zipf's law means that:
In a Zipfian distribution, the most common
item has twice as many occurrences as the
second most common, three times as many
as the third, a hundred times as many as the
hundredth, a thousand times as many as
the thousandth, and a million times as
many as the millionth (Kilgarriff, 1997:
136).
Counts performed on RCC show that the
Zipfian distribution also roughly holds for
Cilubà.
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From word-frequency counts to lemmatised
frequency lists

As noted above, a lemmatised frequency list can
be obtained from word-frequency studies conducted on a lemmatised electronic corpus. Winder
suggests the following practical definition for
`lemmatisation':
whether working in quantitative linguistics
or not, all literate speakers have in fact a
very practical experience with lemmatisation through the use of dictionaries. When
we as readers turn to the dictionary for help
with a word encountered while reading, we
perform a lemmatisation. We associate a
textual occurrence of a word with an
idealised form of the word found in the
dictionary (Winder, 1996: §2).
Kilgarriff, reporting on the creation of a
lemmatised frequency list for LDOCE3, defines
`lemmatise' in this context as follows:
By `lemmatised', we mean two things. First,
for verbal aim, the count will consider all
instances of aim, aims, aiming, aimed; and
second, it will exclude all non-verbal
instances, so nominal aim and aims will not
be counted. The count will be of verbal
instances only of any of the four forms
(Kilgarriff, 1997: 139).
The lemmatised frequency list for LDOCE3
was generated from the British National Corpus
(BNC) as follows:
The BNC was loaded into CorpusBench, a
corpus database system. CorpusBench,
when armed with an inflections dictionary
and looking at a part-of-speech (POS)tagged corpus, is able to provide a
lemmatised frequency list. The entire BNC
has been POS-tagged by the CLAWS
system (Garside, 1987; Leech et al., 1994),
and we were able to generate an inflection
dictionary from existing Longman
resources (Kilgarriff, 1997: 139).
Of course, none of all this machinery was
applicable to RCC. In fact, one can say that for
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the African languages in general, tools such as
automatic POS-taggers and lemmatisers are still
very much in their infancy. One notable exception
is the tools developed by Hurskainen's team at the
University of Helsinki (cf. e.g. Hurskainen, 1992).
It is clear that we had to come up with a
different, yet straightforward and easy to implement, lemmatisation procedure mastering all
these issues at once. In designing this procedure
we kept in mind RCC's primary purpose, viz. the
search for the most frequent Lubà lemmata in
order to enable the compilation of a lemma-sign
list.
The high proportion of hapax legomena
together with the Zipfian distribution can also
be viewed from another angle. On the one hand,
RCC consists of circa 300,000 tokens; on the
other hand, the first 80 most frequent types from
RCC taken together already account for more
than 100,000 tokens in RCC.2 In other words,
merely by going through the 80 most frequent
types, one already covers one third of the entire
electronic Lubà corpus.
In view of the foregoing, our procedure to
generate a lemmatised frequency list for the most
frequent types should not come as a surprise. In
the absence of automatic POS-taggers and
lemmatisers for an African language such as
Cilubà, one could have considered to manually
POS-tag and lemmatise the entire corpus. Yet we
chose to lemmatise the ordered word-frequency
count (derived from the unlemmatised electronic
corpus) itself. Hence we simply went through the
top few thousand items of the ordered wordfrequency list derived from RCC, and lemmatised
those top items manually. For nouns, for instance,
this meant that when we encountered a singular
form, we added the frequency of the plural form
(or vice versa), where applicable. For verbs this
meant that we kept track of those verbs we had
already encountered and added the frequency of
every single `conjugated form' we encountered
subsequently. In addition to this 'true lemmatisation' we joined words with tonal indication to
those without (the majority in RCC, as tones are
only indicated in linguistic / scientific texts), and
joined divergent orthographies (as the popular
orthography differs quite a bit from the linguistic
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/ scientific one). In this way we obtained a new list
in which roughly 3,000 items had been lemmatised. This number of items corresponded with the
projected size of the to-be-revised LCN.
Item 29 in the resulting lemmatised frequency
list, for instance, the verb KUYA 'go, leave' with
an overall frequency of 1,185, stands for KUYA
(545), UYA (164), BAYA (95), KUYAYE (74),
KUYABO (71), NYA (71), KATUYI (63), WAYA
(45), TUYA (40), MUYA (14) and NUYA (3).
Item 29 is straightforward in that it just groups
`conjugated forms' — there are no divergent
orthographies. Another example, item 38, the
noun MWOYO 'life; heart', with an overall
frequency of 894, stands for MUOYO (403),
MWOYI (132), MOYO (127), MWOYO (86),
MOOYO (46), MYOYO (42), MIOYO (35),
MYOYI (12), MOOYI (7) and MOYI (4). Item
38 is one of the many examples of the additional
lemmatisation complication which results from
the multitude of variants and divergent orthographies that exist in Cilubà. Indeed, instead of
just one singular MWOYO and one plural
MYOYO, no fewer than ten different variants
and spellings are attested in RCC. For this noun
there seem to be two word-final variants, -o and
-i. Combined with the variations in spelling this
gives MUO YO, MOYO, MWOYO and MOOYO,
or MWOYI, MOOYI and MOYI for the singular,
and MYOYO and MIOYO, or MYOYI for the
plural. The to-be-revised LCN would at least have
to give account of the word-final variants, with an
indication that the word-final -o is the most
common variant.
To summarise this section we can say that, in
the absence of automated tools, the task of
lemmatising entirely by hand a corpus of a
conjunctively written African language — and at
that, one with manifold lexical variants and
numerous divergent orthographies — is no overnight job. All of these factors certainly do not
exclusively plague Cilubà. Indeed, many an
African language is written conjunctively (other
examples are isiZulu and isiXhosa), roughly all of
them have numerous lexical variants (cf. Coupez,
1975), while quite a number of them have no
standard orthography whatsoever. If the high
proportion of hapax legomena together with the
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Zipfian distribution constituted the theoretical
premises for the approach we followed — hence to
manually lemmatise the ordered word frequency
list — the conjunctive aspect, the many lexical
variants and the unavailability of a standard
orthography constituted the very real practical
premises.
From lemmatised frequency lists to
lemma-sign lists

After this manual procedure to generate a
lemmatised frequency list for the most frequent
items, it was relatively easy to create a lemma-sign
list — provided that we had data concerning the
distribution across the different sub-corpora, and
provided that we had a good picture of the tonal
dimension.
Firstly, the tonal dimension is of crucial
importance in Cilubà, for tones are used to make
both semantic and grammatical distinctions. This
is best illustrated by means of an example
(adapted from De Schryver & Kabuta, 1998a).
Item 175 in RCC's lemmatised frequency list is
CILAMBA. Without tonal indication, this form
could mean any of the ten possibilities listed in
(1).
(la)
(lb)
(lc)
(1d)
(le)
(1f)
(1g)
(1h)

cilamba [7/8] `bridge'
cilàmbà [7/8] `piece of cloth'
cìlamba [7/8] `creeper'
cilâmba [NP7 + -lamba] `crept'
cilàmba [NP7 + -làmba] `cooked'
cìlamba [SC7 + -lamba] `(it) creeping'
cìlàmba [SC7 + -làmba] `(it) cooking'
cìlambà [POT of -lamba with object from
class 7] let it (her/him) creep'
(1i) cìlambà [POT of -làmba with object from
class 7] let it (her/him) cook'
(lj) cìlàmbà [IMP of -làmba with object from
class 7] 'cook it'
with: NP# = nominal prefix of class # | SC# =
subject concord of class #
POT = potential mood IMP = impera
tive mood
The three nouns, (la), (lb) and (lc), illustrate
the semantic distinction brought about by tones,
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while the verbal forms, (1d) through (1j),
abundantly illustrate the grammatical distinction. It is therefore of paramount importance in
the case of many an item from the lemmatised
frequency list that the original (con)texts be
consulted. The corpus query tool's concordance
utility proved invaluable in this regard. Indeed,
whenever a particular concordance line was
derived from a text with tones, the item was
quickly disambiguated, and whenever a particular
concordance line was taken from a toneless text,
the context could at least help to disambiguate. In
short, running the concordance utility on the
original RCC files helped us to quickly pinpoint
the truly frequent form(s), from which the truly
frequent lemma sign(s) could be derived. In the
case of item 175, the gross of the instances was the
plural of (lb), thus bilàmbà `pieces of cloth',
followed by the singular of (la), thus cilamba
`bridge'. The occurrences of the possibilities (lc)
through (lj) were either very low, or non-existent.
Secondly, we had to check on a regular basis
whether or not items from the lemmatised
frequency list showed an even distribution across
the different sub-corpora. As argued above, the
inclusion or omission of particular lemmatised
forms cannot be solely based upon overall
frequencies. This can be illustrated with the
counts in Table 6, which show the distribution
across RCC's eight sub-corpora of all the
unlemmatised constituents of one particular
lemma.
Whether it concerns the singular noun munsantu `Catholic clergyman' or the plural form, or
whether it concerns the word-final -u or the wordfinal -o variant, the distribution is in all instances
extremely uneven, with a clear bias towards
religious works. Therefore, lemmata of which all

constituents show such an uneven distribution
certainly do not qualify for inclusion among the
`truly frequent' lemma signs.
To summarise this section, the overall counts
computed for the lemmatised frequency list, in
combination with tonal information and the
spread of those lemmata across the sub-corpora,
eventually produced the 3,000-items-long lemmasign list for LCN's revision, the Beknopt woordenboek Cilubà-Nederlands (BCN) (De Schryver
& Kabuta, 19982b).
Putting frequencies in the dictionary
So far we have seen that a lemmatised frequency
list's prime function is to be the basis for the
compilation of the lemma-sign list of a dictionary.
We have also illustrated the methods employed by
COBUILD2 and LDOCE3 to put frequencies in
the dictionary. As such, another true power of
corpora comes to light: not only can the lemmasign list of a dictionary be based on frequency
considerations, but the actual indication of
frequency counts for each lemma sign in the
dictionary can be enabled by corpora.
Once one has decided to use explicit frequency
markers to enhance the macrostructural reference
quality of a dictionary, one must determine the
number of items to be marked. In this respect,
Humble makes the following observation con
cerning `extremely frequent' items:
How can the limit between frequent and
infrequent be established? I did a few
experiments myself based on the Cobuild
frequency list and I expect that the 600 first
ones on the list can be considered extremely
frequent. If one takes them out of a text,
one is left with only content words and

Table 6 Distribution across RCC's eight sub-corpora of all the unlemmatised constituents of one
particular lemma
rank item
# total
434 munsantu 2 78
855 munsanto 3 42
1,536 bansantu
1 22
2,015 bansanto
1 16

magaz. tradit. inform. textb. scient. relig. miscell. poetry
0
0
0
21
0
0
57 0
2
0
0
37
0
3
0
0
0
22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
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these are of the kind that still gives the
reader a good idea of the topic (Humble,
1998: 598).
BCN being a pocket learner's dictionary, we
only wished to mark the `extremely frequent'
items. As a first approach, we therefore decided to
mark the 600 most frequent lemma signs in BCN.
The next point that has to be dealt with is how
to put these frequencies in a dictionary. Above we
explained and indicated the strategies and
methods utilised by both COBUILD2 and
LDOCE3 to explicitly mark lemma-sign frequencies. Yet, in terms of Kilgarriff:
A central fact about a word is how
common it is. The information is
particularly valuable for language learners,
as it immediately indicates how important
it is to learn a word. [...] The questions 'how
should frequency information be displayed
in the dictionary?' and 'how can we teach
the user to interpret and exploit it?' are
both problematic and important (Kilgar
riff, 1997: 135, 152).
As RCC was primarily created from written
sources (the spoken sections amount only to
17.4% of the corpus), we decided to use one kind
of display. The question, however, was whether
we would follow the COBUILD2 display, the
LDOCE3 display, or perhaps an entirely different
one. We opted for the LDOCE3 display — albeit
without the SW-distinction. Yet, in contrast to
LDOCE3, we decided to place this slot in a fixed
position, namely in front of the lemma sign (when
applicable). The result can be seen in Appendix A,
which shows a random page taken from BCN.
For instance, mâyi `water' is preceded by a (1),
which means that it belongs to the 200 most
frequent lemma signs; màshinyl 'car; machine' is
preceded by a (2), which means that its frequency
rank is between 200 and 400; and mashìka
`coldness' is preceded by a (3), which means that
its frequency rank is between 400 and 600.
Together with all the lemma signs that have not
been given a symbol (80% of them), this
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illustrates the four-way frequency categorisation
utilised in BCN.
According to Kilgarriff `COBUILD entries are
for words irrespective of part of speech, so, e.g.,
nominal and verbal pass are addressed within the
same entry, whereas in LDOCE they form two
different entries' (1997: 150). As BCN follows the
COBUILD2 approach in this respect, BCN's
frequency claims are not as detailed as they
could have been if we had followed the LDOCE3
approach. Nonetheless, as far as we know, BCN
evinces the first attempt ever to include frequency-of-usage information in an African-language dictionary, and as such the utilisation of a
corpus enabled us to follow the trend set by such
revolutionary dictionaries as COBUILD2 or
LDOCE3.
Recently, we also experimented with frequency
annotation slots in a second African-language
dictionary project. For the unidirectional SepediEnglish dictionary SeDiPro 1.0 (Prinsloo & De
Schryver, 2000), a corpus of 3.6 million tokens
was queried, and the top 600 lemma signs were
marked accordingly in the dictionary. Compared
to Cilubà, the derivation of a lemma-sign list from
word-frequency counts is much easier in Sepedi,
since the latter language is written disjunctively.
As far as the frequency markers themselves are
concerned, we opted for a novel approach, as we
marked the top 200 lemma signs with the symbol
of a king, the next 200 with the symbol of a queen,
and the 200 following the latter with the symbol
of a tower. A sample page from SeDiPro 1.0 can
be found in Appendix B. This indicates that realô
'say so/thus, that's how it is' belongs to the top
200 lemma signs, rate, ratê 'must love/like' to the
top 400, and rêka 'buy' to the top 600.
Macrostructural improvements
In LDOCE3 insufficiently word-like items including `numbers, closed sets such as nationalities and
currencies, non-standard forms, and variants'
(Kilgarriff 1997: 142), were not given a frequency
annotation. This procedure was not followed in
BCN. We argue that any lemma sign of which all
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constituents show an even distribution across the
different sub-corpora has the right to be put in the
dictionary with its frequency. This is why one will,
for instance, encounter the number (1) diikùmi
`ten', the proper noun (2) Kongò `Congo', or the
noun (1) buloba `earth; country' and its variant
(2) bulaba with their respective frequencies, as
indicated here, in BCN.
The move from LCN to BCN, thus the move
from a lexicon `compiled by hand' to one
`compiled with the aid of frequency counts
derived from a corpus', reveals quite a number
of improvements on the macrostructural level.
Although the utmost care had been exercised in
compiling LCN, 52 lemma signs still had to be
added to the manuscript of LCN in order to
complete the list of the 600 most frequent lemma
signs. In other words, even though 91% of the
most frequent lemma signs had already been
included in LCN's central lemma-sign list, still
9% of them were missing.3 One could argue that
91% is good enough, and thus doubt the power of
a corpus. Such a stance is faulty. Firstly, it is only
thanks to the corpus that we now know that LCN
already contained 91% of the most frequent
lemma signs. Secondly, the analysis of the corpus
enabled us to actually mark the top 200, the top
400 and the top 600 Lubà lemma signs. Thirdly,
the frequency counts indicated that quite a large
number of variants and synonyms had to be
reshuffled (for they were wrongly cross-referenced
from the most frequent variant or synonym to the
less frequent one) and that homographs had to be
switched around (in order to present the most
frequent ones first). A few of these instances are
listed in (2).
(2a) in LCN the lemma-sign list included
mwoyi/o `heart', while this was changed to
mwoyo/i in BCN;
(2b) in LCN the user looking for buloba `earth;
country' was referred to bulaba, while in
BCN it is the opposite;
(2c) in LCN the user looking for cyamù `(piece
of) iron or metal' was referred to cyamwà,
while in BCN it is the opposite;
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(2d) in LCN the user looking for nzevu
`elephant' was referred to kapumbu, while
in BCN it is the opposite;
(2e) in LCN the user looking for ndelàngànyì
`progeny' was referred to ndelu, while in
BCN it is the opposite;
(2f) in LCN -andamunal `change; translate' was
placed before the homograph -andamuna2
`answer', while this order was reversed in
BCN; etc.
One might be tempted to claim that such
mistakes could have been avoided in the first
place. This view is very wrong, as is amply proven
by Kilgarriff's experience with the LDOCE3 — a
dictionary of which we must keep in mind that it
was compiled by a huge team of lexicographers for
a language with a centuries-long lexicographic
tradition. Just as was the case for the move from
LCN to BCN, when the Longman corpus data
were compared with LDOCE3's onscreen draft, a
small number of omissions were revealed, run-on
status was often clearly wrong, and a few
homographs had to be re-ordered (Kilgarriff
1997: 146-147).

Conclusion
In this article, which is part of a series, potential
macrostructural advantages which are inherent in
the utilisation of electronic corpora during the
dictionary-making process were reviewed. It was
shown clearly that the field of electronic corpus
lexicography is not an esoteric branch of
linguistics that can only be pursued by scholars
of the English language. Even if the linguistic field
of `electronic corpus lexicography' was somehow
invented by lexicographers of the English language, and even if it has been booming ever since
for (British) English, corpus-aided and corpusbased dictionaries for the African languages are a
reality too. Actually, as was illustrated in this
article, extremely useful theoretical insights can be
derived from this `English trend'.
Specifically with reference to African-language
lexicography, we have stressed the urgent need for
the utilisation of electronic corpora on the
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macrostructural level. Frequency counts derived
from corpora ensure that extremely frequent
lemma signs are not accidentally omitted from a
dictionary and, conversely, that precious space is
not allocated to lemma signs unlikely to be looked
up by the target users. We also showed that the
first application of a corpus is the utilisation of
word-frequency counts to set up a lemmatised
frequency list. Together with data on lemma-sign
distributions across sub-corpora, the lemma-sign
list of a dictionary can subsequently be derived.
The feasibility of this procedure was illustrated
with a thorough discussion of the creation of the
lemma-sign list of the Beknopt woordenboek
Cilubà-Nederlands, of which the macrostructure
was derived from Recall's Cilubà Corpus.
In addition, it was also indicated that corpora
can be put to good use in revising — and thus
substantially improving — existing dictionaries. In
order to further enhance the macrostructural
reference quality, explicit frequency markers
were also advanced and illustrated for that same
Lubà dictionary, as well as for a Sepedi
dictionary, SeDiPro 1.0.
Finally, if electronic corpora prove to be
invaluable for the improvement of the macrostructure of English-language dictionaries, it
stands to reason that they are paramount as a
basis for the macrostructural compilation of
African-language dictionaries — for which so
much remains to be done.
Notes
1 This article is based on De Schryver's MA
dissertation (1999) and a paper read by D.J.
Prinsloo at the Third International Conference
of the African Association for Lexicography
(held at Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education, 29-30 June 1998).
Since this article is being submitted for
publication in a South African journal,
necessary sensitivity with regard to the term
`Bantu' languages is exercised in our choice
rather to use the term African languages.
Keep in mind, however, that the latter
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includes more than just the `Bantu Language
Family'.
2 The exact figure is 100,258 and is simply the
result of a straightforward summation of the
frequencies of the top 80 different items
(types) in RCC.
3 Actually, LCN was much better than this
suggests. Of the 52 lemma signs we had to add
to the central lemma-sign list, as many as 30
were possessives. But all possessives had
already been provided for in LCN through
the table with possessives in the back matter.
Therefore, in fact, only 22 frequent items had
been missed out in compiling by hand, which
means that over 96% of the most frequent
section of the Lubà lexicon had already been
included in LCN.
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